
It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 
Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 

Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

 

HASH TRASH 
 

 

 

GRAND MASTER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 RELIGIOUS ADVISER Why Not 0432 031 588 

HASH CASH Pounda 0432 031 588 HASH NERD Pounda 0432 031 588 

HARE RAISER B1 0426 138 783 HASH TRASH Pounda 0432 031 588 

HASH BOOZE 

HASH CATS PISS 

Chunda 
Structure Fucker 

0403 246 872 
0412 621 032 

SONG MASTER FIGJAM 0408 993 099 

HASH HABERDASH Tail 0415 753 583 HASH RECYCLER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 

HASH FLASH Raw Liver  HASH ELDER To & From  

 

Run 2395 

Hare – Tight Arse 
 

Well with the days getting shorter and the night coming in quicker, it was a very enthusiastic crowd that 
gathered at Tight Arse’s and Purple Bush’s hinterland bush retreat, to be subjected to another of Tight 
Arse’s ball breaker runs, and he didn’t disappoint either.  

We had 20 Hasher’s this week, some of them so keen for a run/walk that they were throwing money at 
me as soon as I walked in.  

At 6.30pm, quiet was called for and Tight Arse gave the run instructions. I didn’t hear anything as I got 
a phone call just as quiet was called for. All I managed to hear was Tight Arse saying that he could 
drive people up the first hill if they wanted. I don’t think anyone took him up on the offer though. 

The Run 

There were six runners tonight and they set off liked startled Gazelle’s never to be seen again. The 
reason why was explained when they got back as Tight Arse had sent them on a marathon. The only 
reason Chunda didn’t throw his torch across the yard when he got back was because he was too busy 
racing his grandson through the gate. 

The run was 9.24 km. 

The Walk 

There were 10 walkers and we set off after the runners up the first hill called Homestead Court. As this 
was equivalent to climbing Mt Everest, we never saw the runners again. Up over McKenzie St and 
down the hill to the park where there was a 50/50 chance of going the right way.  

As it turned out, 90% of the walkers went the right way, which turned out to be the wrong way as the 
trail went off left instead of right. All of a sudden I found myself being in the lead of the walkers. 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
mailto:brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com


This was very unfamiliar territory I must say. It wasn’t long before that was rectified though, when on a 
two way check I had no option to take the wrong way and was once again at the back of the pack. 
Through some drain ways and back into Dayboro, around the tennis courts and back through another 
park to make our way back home again. 

The walk was 5.42 km. 

 

The Circle 

The problem of last week with no GM or RA was rectified as both were back to take charge and called 
the circle to order. 

Pounda was called to give the run counts with no notable runs this week other than Sister Sludge 
having her 21st birthday, I mean run. 

Visitors, returning runners and virgins were called to the center – Bitta Relief, Cheesecake, Purple 
Bush and Sister Sludge were all welcomed back and Champ (grandson of Chunda) was welcomed as 
a Hash virgin. 

Tight Arse was called to the center to answer for his crimes as Hare and Sister Sludge making a return 
was unfortunately called in as well. It was believed that she had had a hand in setting the marathon as 
well. Turns out she was just collateral damage and it was a case of guilt by association. 

Chunda was asked to give the run report – He said that it was up and up and up around Dayboro as it 
is definitely not flat around Dayboro, except for right in the middle of town. At 9.24 km long and doing 
most of the checks and getting them wrong, it was a long day in the office. He gave it a score of -5 out 
of 10. 

Pounda was asked to give the walk report – It was a good walk, very hilly and I managed to get almost 
every check right. I even found myself out front for a while which was very weird. I’ll give it a score of 2 
out of 10. 

Total of -3 out of 20 

 

The circle was then thrown open to Charges and Awards as below. 
 

 

Charges Awards 

Champ, B1, FIGJAM and Chunda – charged 
by Why Not for indulging in way too much 
competition and mass confusion on the run. 

Big Dick – Ryvita had this and gave it to Ten 
Fingers to pass on. He gave it to Flower for 
asking Ten Fingers how old he was. 

Apparently it had nothing to do with him being 
able to maintain an erection. 

Why Not – charged by Bitta Relief for having 
new shoes at Hash. You think he would know 
better. 

Two Dicks – Ten Fingers had these and gave 
them to Killer for impersonating Elvis on his 
latest cruise. 

Raw Liver and Bitta Relief – charged by 
Pounda for running on the walkers trail and 
stealing the first check that Pounda got wrong. 

Grub Shirt – Overproof had this but was missing 
in action. 

FIGJAM and B1 – charged by Flower for 
impersonating Stevie Wonder and not being 
able to find the boat keys in the console where 
they usually are. Flower had to drive 20km to 
the boat to find the keys. 

The Bone – Chunda has this, or at least he 
hasn’t got it back from the AGPU yet. 

Tight Arse – charged by Jake the Peg for not 
putting the correct arrows down after a check. 
It was reversed as Jake the Peg was the only 
one that got lost. 

The Walking Stick – Sex Change had and was 
missing in action. 



Champ – charged by FIGJAM with a bonus 
drink for telling Chunda to “hurry up ya old 
bastard”.  

 

Jake the Peg – charged by B1 for not using his 
balls and calling an On On like a dog that has 
lost his balls. 

 

Ten Fingers - charged by Why Not for not 
having his GM down down mug. 

 

No jokes were told this week however B1 was 
called in for beverage spillage in the circle. 

 

 
 

Next Week’s run – Run No. 2396 - 15 Apr 24. 
Hare: Chunda 
Location: 42 Sheehan Street, Kallangur 
 
This week’s Hash Mash: Don’t know as I had to leave straight after the circle. 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 

 The limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required. 

 No complaining about the Hash booze unless prepared to volunteer for 
the Hash booze job. 

 13th April 24 - Brewery Hash – monkey Tree Brewery at Slacks Creek 

 14th April 24 – Sunday Bike Hash – Deception Bay 

 27th July 24 – Fire and Ice – a flyer will come out shortly 

 

 ENSURE YOU SEE B1 AND PUT YOUR NAME DOWN TO HARE A RUN. 

 



























 


